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INTRODUCTION

Gutting public protections is at the top of President Donald Trump's agenda. Regulations, according to Trump, are “unnecessary, burdensome, and job-killing.”¹ They “undermine growth and innovation.”² He says he wants to “cut regulations by 75 percent,” an assertion that even an economist at the anti-regulation Cato Institute suggested was an exaggeration.³ His corporate-tied cabinet secretaries are eliminating restrictions so rapidly and so carelessly, even the fossil fuel industry is asking him to slow down for fear of a backlash against deregulation when the next environmental disaster occurs.⁴

"It's not helpful if regulations are streamlined so as to allow something to happen — say, a methane explosion or a spill — and we'd be painted with it as an entire industry," an oil and gas industry employee told Politico.⁵

Trump’s flurry of deregulatory policies and executive orders — especially his unconstitutional "one in, two out” order⁶ — all point to one goal: allowing reckless corporations to regulate themselves, a model that has been spectacularly unsuccessful in the past. Meanwhile, Trump’s refusal to cede ownership of his businesses means the president can personally profit from gutting environmental, worker, health and financial protections.

In financial disclosures the president voluntarily released in June, Trump reported gross income of at least $596.3 million in 2016, claimed assets with a value of at least $1.4 billion and reported owing at least $310 million in debt.⁷ Bloomberg News estimates Trump’s net worth — largely derived from the value of Trump’s more than 500 business entities and properties — to be about $2.9 billion.⁸ It's a tangled web⁹ that’s poised to take advantage of the president’s deregulatory powers.

⁵ ibid
⁶ Which Public Citizen is challenging in court. See https://www.citizen.org/public-citizen-v-trump
The conflicts of interest stem from President Trump’s refusal to divest from his business empire after taking office. Instead, Trump maintains his ownership stake in his businesses, setting the stage for unprecedented opportunities for the president to profit by wiping out protections.\(^\text{10}\)

In several instances, Trump’s financial interests are directly at odds with protecting the public it is his administration’s duty to serve. The result is the disturbing potential for Americans to be harmed by policies that are implemented partly because they offer short-term financial benefits to the president’s businesses.

This report highlights six examples of cases in which President Trump’s business interests could benefit from his administration’s plans to dismantle public protections. Gutting these protections – the Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Water Rule and ban on brain-damaging pesticide chlorpyrifos, the Department of Labor’s overtime rule, the National Labor Relations Board’s “joint employer” rule, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s pay transparency rule and the Department of Homeland Security’s cap on H-2B visa workers — could benefit the Trump Organization. At the same time, these rollbacks would harm low- and middle-income Americans, many of whom supported his candidacy.

The report also provides nine additional examples of anti-corruption restrictions, consumer protections and worker protections that could be rolled back under Trump, to the potential benefit of his companies. It also notes Trump’s potential conflicts of interest relating to an affordable housing program from which he and his family profit and details how Trump could benefit from restrictions on class action lawsuits and tax cuts to benefit corporations and the rich.

At issue are not only the direct monetary gains that Trump may garner from deregulatory moves. His ongoing ownership of a wide range of business interests can’t help but color his approach to regulatory policy, as it relates both to specific rules and broad policy considerations.

The stakes are high. Trump’s deregulatory agenda will result in more workers facing injuries and discrimination, more consumers ripped off and more pollution accelerating climate change and poisoning our air and water. The more Trump’s deregulatory agenda is realized, the more the costs will be borne by the American public.

Trump’s unprecedented conflicts should give pause to legislators and the public when considering the motives behind the president’s deregulatory agenda. They also should prompt a deeper assessment of the degree to which this president — or any future occupant of the Oval Office — should be able to personally profit from his administration’s policies.

\(^{10}\) \textit{Ibid.}
MAJOR REGULATORY CONFLICTS

Regulation Trump could gut: The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Army Corps of Engineers’ Clean Water Rule

What it does: The Clean Water Rule, also known as the Waters of the United States rule, enables the government to prevent pollution in fresh water wetlands and streams, which are sources of drinking water for about 117 million Americans (more than a third of the population of the U.S.). In practice, it means that facilities that house pollutants and are located near water sources are subject to stricter requirements to prevent those waters from being contaminated. Enacted in 2015, the rule was issued to clarify the 1972 Clean Water Act, and was the outcome of a synthesis more than 1,200 scientific studies, more than 400 stakeholder meetings and more than one million comments from the public.

Risk status: From day one, the Clean Water Rule has faced fierce corporate opposition. Among the groups leading the lobbying charge against the rule have been the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers and the American Farm Bureau Federation. Though the rule was enacted in 2015, legal challenges have stalled it from taking effect. On Feb. 28, Trump signed an executive order “paving the way for the elimination of this very destructive and horrible rule.” On June 27, Trump’s EPA formally released its proposal to repeal the rule.

Conflict: Also among the rule’s most outspoken opponents: property developers and golf-course owners. The Trump Organization’s multitude of property development projects, also known as the Waters of the United States rule, or the WOTUS rule.

including the 12 Trump-branded golf courses in the U.S., would be expected to experience increased compliance costs associated with acquiring permits and limitations on pesticide use. Golf course lobbyists claim the rule’s negative impact on their business would be “dramatic.” The top lobbyist for the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America — which includes on its member rolls more than 20 Trump employees — has called blocking the rule "a very high priority," and spent $100,000 on lobbying in 2016 and 2017.

**Regulation Trump could gut: The Labor Department’s Expansion of Overtime Pay**

**What it does:** In May 2016, the Labor Department required employers to pay overtime to people who earn up to $47,476 per year and work more than 40 hours in a week. This change was twice the previous threshold of $23,660 per year. It was the first update to the overtime threshold since 2004 (and the first comprehensive update since the 1970s). The rule, which was issued under the Fair Labor Standards Act, was expected to raise incomes for more than 4 million workers by $12 billion over the next decade. If the 1975 threshold had been set to adjust for inflation, the 2016 threshold would be $51,000. The rule was the focus of grassroots lobbying campaigns, resulting in more than 270,000 comments submitted to weigh in on the rule, mostly from supportive individuals and organizations.

**Risk status:** Killed. After corporate groups and 21 Republican state attorneys general sued the Labor Department, a federal judge delayed the rule’s implementation, which was slated for more than 4 million workers by $12 billion over the next decade. If the 1975 threshold had been set to adjust for inflation, the 2016 threshold would be $51,000. The rule was the focus of grassroots lobbying campaigns, resulting in more than 270,000 comments submitted to weigh in on the rule, mostly from supportive individuals and organizations.

---

to take effect on Dec. 1, 2016.\(^{30}\) On Aug. 31, the judge struck down the rule,\(^{31}\) Less than a week later, the Trump administration’s Justice Department declined to defend the rule,\(^{32}\) although it is reportedly considering issuing a more modest standard that would rely on a much lower threshold, and take into account other factors.

**Conflict:** While it is impossible to know how many of the Trump Organization’s purported 22,450 employees would have been impacted by the new rule, hotel and restaurant associations opposed it. In an op-ed, the presidents of the American Hotel and Lodging Association, the National Restaurant Association and the International Franchise Association predicted the rule would result in “severe, negative” impacts on the intended beneficiaries of the rule including decreased worker hours. “Employers will be very careful to monitor and limit employee hours to avoid costly overtime. Hourly workers that could be eligible to become salaried employees would most likely become more stagnant.”\(^{33}\) The Trump Organization operates seven hotels with restaurants in the U.S.\(^{34}\)

**Regulation Trump could gut:** The Labor Department’s joint employer guidance and the National Labor Relations Board’s (NLRB) joint employer ruling

**What it does:** An NLRB 3-2 decision in 2015 held that when a corporation indirectly employs workers by hiring them through a staffing firm, the corporation and the staffing firm are “joint” employers of the workers and share responsibility for the workers’ employment conditions. The decision makes it easier for franchise workers, contractors and other indirectly hired employees to form and join labor unions, and was predicted to have a particularly significant impact on fast-food corporations.\(^{35}\) In 2016, the Department of Labor issued joint employer guidance to block businesses from using joint employment arrangements to skirt the law, such as by cheating workers out of overtime wages.\(^{36}\)

**Risk status:** Trump’s Labor Department announced on June 7 its intention to rescind the guidance.\(^{37}\) Additionally, Trump is expected to fill two vacant seats on the NLRB’s five-
member board, flipping the board from majority-Democrat to majority-Republican. Trump’s first Republican NLRB nominee, Marvin Kaplan, has been widely praised by business groups, including the National Restaurant Association, which staunchly opposes the NLRB’s joint employer ruling. A Republican-majority NLRB is expected to lead to decisions that shift the board’s policy to favor employers over workers. In the previous Congress, Republicans introduced legislation in the House and Senate to overturn the NLRB decision.

**Conflict:** Trump businesses have a history of problems with joint employer standards; Trump Miami Resort Management, Trump’s company that oversees the National Doral golf resort in South Florida, spent $125,000 to settle a joint employer dispute with food catering workers. The hotel industry in particular is a vociferous opponent of both the NLRB’s joint employer ruling and the Obama administration joint employer guidance. The American Hotel and Lodging Association, the hotel industry’s lobbying arm, voiced its strong opposition to the NLRB’s joint employer ruling — labeling it a “short-sighted, highly politicized decision” — and praised the Trump administration’s revocation of the Obama administration’s joint employer guidance.

**Regulation Trump could gut:** The EPA’s Ban on Chlorpyrifos, a Toxic Pesticide

**What it does:** In response to a petition for rulemaking filed in 2007, EPA scientists’ findings, and a court order, EPA was expected to announce a ban on a toxic pesticide, chlorpyrifos, on March 31, 2017. Chlorpyrifos has already been banned from household use for 15 years, but remains in use mostly in agricultural settings. Over the years, studies have linked exposure to the pesticide, which is sprayed on fruit and vegetable crops, to low
birth weight and both mental and physical developmental problems in infants and young children.\textsuperscript{47}

**Risk status:** On March 29, Trump’s EPA administrator Scott Pruitt issued an order derailing the expected ban of chlorpyrifos and delaying final consideration on the question to 2022.\textsuperscript{48} Prior to issuing the order, Dow Chemical, the corporation that originally patented the chemical and which makes most commercially available pesticides that use it,\textsuperscript{49} asked Pruitt to ignore EPA scientists’ findings about the pesticide’s harms.\textsuperscript{50} Dow Chemical contributed $1 million to Trump’s inauguration and the company’s CEO, Andrew Liveris,\textsuperscript{51} has personally met with Trump at least four times since he was elected.

**Conflict:** The EPA lists golf courses as a top non-agricultural user of chlorpyrifos.\textsuperscript{52} Dow Chemical sells a chlorpyrifos-containing pesticide, Dursban,\textsuperscript{53} which is marketed to golf courses.\textsuperscript{54} The golf course lobby group Golf Course Superintendents Association of America — which includes on its member rolls more than 20 Trump employees\textsuperscript{55} — has a history of supporting pesticide deregulation\textsuperscript{56} and is a member of the Pesticide Policy Coalition, which applauded Pruitt’s reversal of the ban.\textsuperscript{57} While it is true that the original Obama EPA rule exempted golf courses, golf courses’ use of chlorpyrifos and longstanding resistance to pesticide regulation suggests a potential conflict of exactly the sort that could and should be eliminated through divestiture.

**Regulation Trump could gut:** The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s (EEOC) collection of pay data to identify and resolve discriminatory pay practices.

\textsuperscript{48} Environmental Protection Agency, “Order Denying Petition to Revoke All Tolerances for the Pesticide Chlorpyrifos” (March 2017), https://www.epa.gov/ingredients
\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{52} Chlorpyrifos page on the Environmental Protection Agency website (accessed Sept. 20, 2017), https://www.epa.gov/ingredients-used-pesticide-products/chlorpyrifos
**What it does:** The regulation required businesses with more than 100 employees to include race, ethnicity and gender data along with basic pay data as part of confidential annual reports businesses are already required to file. The goal of the disclosures was to provide the U.S. Department of Labor with data that could be used to inform the development of policies that address pay disparities across the American workforce.

**Risk status:** On Aug. 29, Neomi Rao, the administrator of the White House’s Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, issued a memo immediately halting the rule’s implementation. Earlier this year, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce asked the White House to rescind the rule. The announcement, which effectively blocks a major effort to address the gender pay gap, came just three days after Trump’s proclaimed “Women’s Equality Day.”

**Conflict:** While the demographics of the Trump Organization’s employees is unknown, the president’s business would have had to comply with the rule. Lawsuits filed against the Trump Organization allege discriminatory behavior, including telling managers to fire servers who were “not pretty enough.” During Trump’s presidential campaign, a staffer filed a lawsuit accusing the campaign of discriminatory pay practices. According to a *USA Today* graphic that Ivanka Trump herself shared on her Instagram account in April, women in the U.S. earn only 82 percent of what men earn. In Trump’s White House, the pay gap is double the national average, with female staffers earning about 63 cents for every dollar a male staffer earns.

**Regulation Trump could gut:** The Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) cap on the number of foreign nationals employed in the U.S. through the H-2B Visa program.

**What it does:** The H-2B Nonimmigrant Visa program allows U.S. companies to employ foreign nationals. Congress has capped the total number of workers who can be employed...

---

through the H-2B program at 66,000. Abuse and exploitation of foreign workers hired through the program is well documented. Because the program allows American corporations to undercut American workers with low-wage, temporary workers, expanding the program is strongly opposed by labor unions such as the AFL-CIO. Business-allied Republicans and Democrats have supported raising the cap; opponents of raising the cap include labor-allied Democrats and anti-immigration Republicans.

**Risk Status:** On July 17, 2017, DHS raised the 2017 cap to 81,000. Then-Homeland Security Secretary John Kelly described the action as providing “temporary relief to American businesses in danger of suffering irreparable harm due to a lack of available temporary workers.” Raising the cap has been a priority for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and other groups representing businesses that use the program to employ low-wage, temporary workers.

**Conflict:** Despite Trump's anti-immigrant rhetoric, his Mar-a-Lago resort in Palm Beach, Fla., regularly employs H-2B workers. The same week DHS raised the cap – incidentally “Made in America Week,” according to White House announcements — Mar-a-Lago sought approval to hire 76 new H-2B guest workers. The workers are to be paid between $10.33 and $13.34 an hour at the resort, where the initiation fee was doubled to $200,000 following Trump’s election.

---

72 Jeff Ostrowski, “Trump again hires foreign workers for Mar-a-Lago — little change in pay,” Palm Beach Post (Dec. 6, 2016), http://www.mypalmbeachpost.com/business/trump-again-hires-foreign-workers-for-mar-lago-little-change-pay/NtHoZFcFmZQ0WvKEnxSmHM/
**ADDITIONAL POTENTIAL REGULATORY CONFLICTS**

**ANTI-CORRUPTION RESTRICTIONS**

**Regulation Trump could gut:** The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network’s (FinCEN) anti-money laundering requirements for casinos

**What it does:** Requires casinos to report large transactions and monitor suspicious activity.

**Risk status:** Potentially at risk.

**Conflict:** The now-shuttered76 Trump Taj Mahal Casino Resort in Atlantic City, N.J., which has since its bankruptcy filing been owned not by Trump but by Trump ally Carl Icahn,77 was fined $477,000 in 199878 and $10 million in 2015 for anti-money laundering violations.79 Senate investigators say they are using FinCEN's database of transactions to seek evidence of illicit transactions between Trump casinos and Russia.80

---

**Regulation Trump could gut:** Enforcement of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Department of Justice (DOJ).

**What it does:** Prohibits multinational corporations from paying or accepting bribes from foreign governments.

**Risk status:** Potentially at risk. Trump himself has said of the FCPA, “It’s a horrible law and it should be changed. We are like the policeman for the world. It's ridiculous.”81 Securities and Exchange Commission chairman Jay Clayton authored a paper82 criticizing FCPA enforcement as part of a concerted effort by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to weaken anti-bribery enforcement.83

---

78 Jose Pagliery, “Trump’s casino was a money laundering concern shortly after it opened,” CNN (May 22, 2017), http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/22/politics/trump-taj-mahal/index.html
enforcement of the law. Clayton defended Italian oil firm Eni over accusations of foreign corruption violations. Trump recently complained to Secretary of State Rex Tillerson about the FCPA; Tillerson defended the anticorruption law. Attorney General Jeff Sessions has pledged to continue enforcing the law.

**Conflict:** The Trump Organization’s international licensing and property development deals mean the organization must perform due diligence to comply with the law. Trump Organization partners in countries such as Azerbaijan have faced alleged corruption issues.

## CONSUMER PROTECTIONS

**Regulation Trump could gut:** The Consumer Product Safety Commission’s (CPSC) flammability standards.

**What it does:** The CPSC issues regulations to enforce the 1953 Flammable Fabrics Act, which sets baseline flammability standards for various consumer products including clothing, carpets and mattresses.

**Risk status:** Potentially at risk. Updated mattress flammability standards were among the regulations halted by Trump’s executive order to freeze the implementation of Obama-era regulations.

**Conflict:** The Trump Organization sells suits and neckties that are required to meet the flammability standards. In April 2016, the CPSC recalled 20,000 Ivanka Trump-branded

---

scarves that were made in China.\footnote{Ibid.} While Serta used to sell Trump-branded mattresses, the company severed its business ties with Trump after he made anti-immigrant remarks during the presidential campaign.\footnote{“Serta Mattress Maker Latest to Dump Trump,” NBC News (July 2, 2015), \url{http://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/serta-mattress-maker-latest-dump-trump-n385851}}

\textbf{Regulation Trump could gut:} The Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) prohibition against hotels blocking customers’ personal Wi-Fi networks.

**What it does:** The FCC interprets a 1934 law against jamming radio signals\footnote{Jammer Enforcement page on the Federal Communications Commission website (accessed Sept. 20, 2017), \url{https://www.fcc.gov/general/jammer-enforcement}} to apply to cell phones, GPS and wireless internet. In 2014, Marriott paid $600,000 to resolve an FCC investigation into the hotel chain’s jamming practices, which included blocking individuals’ personal Wi-Fi networks while charging consumers and exhibitors $250 to $1,000 for access to the hotel’s Wi-Fi network.\footnote{Press release, Federal Communications Commission, “Marriott to pay $600,000 to resolve wifi-blocking investigation,” (Oct. 3, 2014), \url{https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-329743A1.pdf}}


Regulation Trump could gut: The DOJ’s 2011 decision ending the federal ban on online gambling.

What it does: The gambling industry has long been divided between owners of brick and mortar casinos and insurgent online gambling operations that want to expand. A 2011 Justice Department opinion reinterprets federal law to allow online gambling “as long as the gambling operator and the customer are within the same state [...] and the betting activity does not include sporting events,” on the condition that the individual state has not outlawed online gambling.

Risk status: Potentially at risk. The Poker Players Alliance, an advocacy group that supports online gaming, has campaigned for Attorney General Jeff Sessions not to reverse the 2011 DOJ opinion. The Poker Players Alliance web page reads:

At the behest of a political mega donor (Sheldon Adelson) several members of Congress have called on the Department of Justice to overturn the 2011 OLC opinion that helped pave the way for state licensed iPoker and iGaming. It is imperative that the Attorney General knows that you oppose this crony capitalist attempt to usurp states’ rights! Please send this letter against a DoJ reversal today!

Conflict: Trump criticized U.S. restrictions on online gaming in 2011, saying “many other countries are doing it and like usual the U.S. is just missing out.” In 2012, Trump started an online gaming company called Poker Ventures, but the initiative reportedly did not proceed past the initial planning stages. As recently as June 2016, the Trump Organization had registered domain names for websites — including trumpinternetcasino.com, onlinetrumppoker.com and trumpcasinoonline.com, which presumably could be used to host Trump’s online gambling sites.

However, Trump ally, Republican donor and casino CEO Sheldon Adelson, who contributed $5 million toward Trump’s inaugural festivities, staunchly opposes online gambling.

---

WORKER PROTECTIONS

Regulation Trump could gut: The Department of Labor’s persuader rule

**What it does:** Requires employers to disclose efforts to influence employee decisions regarding union representation and/or collective bargaining rights.106

**Risk status:** Under attack. Following a lawsuit from corporate advocacy and litigation group National Federation of Independent Business, a U.S. judge enjoined the rule, effectively blocking its implementation.107 Under the Trump administration, the federal government has withdrawn its defense of the rule and the Labor Department filed a proposal to revoke it.108

**Conflict:** *The Nation* reports that the management of the Trump International Hotel in Las Vegas waged a “stealth campaign” against a union drive among the luxury hotel staff. Organizers filed charges with the National Labor Relations Board accusing hotel management of “blocking organizers from distributing pro-union literature in the workers’ dining room, while stealthily allowing anti-union activists to campaign during work hours.”109 Union organizers ultimately reached an agreement with hotel management.110 Nevertheless, the Trump hotel’s anti-union activities show the Trump businesses may have an interest in revocation of the persuader rule, especially as the Trump Organization looks to open new U.S. hotels.

Regulation Trump could gut: The DOL’s updated tipping regulation under the Fair Labor Standards Act

**What it does:** The 2011 rule affirms that tips are the property of the worker who receives them and prohibits employers from keeping or “pooling” and redistributing tips given to employees who are paid minimum wage or more.111

---

**Risk status:** Under attack. Trump’s Department of Labor in July announced its intention to change the Fair Labor Standards Act regulation so that employers may pool and/or keep a portion of tips given to workers who are paid minimum wage or more.\(^{112}\) The National Restaurant Association in 2011 sued to block the U.S. Department of Labor regulation.\(^{113}\) Raj Nayek, a DOL official in the Obama administration and now a research director at the National Employment Law Project, notes that without this rule, employers have the power to “do whatever they want” with tips given to employees — including taking a percentage or even all of it.\(^{114}\)

**Conflict:** A lawsuit filed in 2016 accuses the Trump Organization’s Trump SoHo Hotel in New York City of keeping tips that should have been paid to catering workers.\(^{115}\) Getting the DOL tipping rule would mean the Trump Organization, which operates a total of seven hotels with restaurants in the U.S.,\(^{116}\) could keep servers’ tips so long as they are paid at least the federal minimum wage ($7.25 per hour). According to job site indeed.com, Trump servers are paid at least $7 per hour.\(^{117}\)

**Regulation Trump could gut:** The Occupational Health and Safety Administration’s (OSHA) rule to limit worker exposure to silica dust.\(^{118}\)

**What it does:** The silica dust rule would require employers whose workers are exposed to silica dust to take measures to prevent workers from inhaling this carcinogenic substance, preventing at least 600 deaths and 1,000 new cases of silicosis each year.\(^{119}\)

**Risk status:** Potentially under attack. The Trump administration has delayed the rule’s implementation. Corporate interests closely aligned with the administration, such as the construction industry lobby, have long opposed the rule.\(^{120}\)

---


Conflict: Though the Trump Organization has largely moved from being a developer to brand licensing, the president's family business is still reliant on and aligned with the construction industry. The construction industry is among the most vocal opponents of the silica dust rule. The Trump Organization could benefit from gutting the rule because doing so would allow the business and its contractors to ignore required precautionary measures that limit workers' exposure to these harmful substances, potentially lowering construction costs while undermining worker safety.

The Trump Organization is no stranger to workplace health and safety problems. In 2008, a section of the under-construction Trump SoHo collapsed, killing one worker and injuring three others. The construction subcontractor was fined $44,000 by OSHA.

Regulation Trump could gut: OSHA's recordkeeping rule

What it does: Ensures that employers maintain accurate records of serious workplace injuries and illnesses for up to five years (after a 2012 court ruling limited OSHA's enforcement of recordkeeping violations to records that are no older than six months).

Risk status: Eliminated. Congress passed and President Trump signed legislation to repeal the rule.

Conflict: Though the Trump Organization has largely moved from being a developer to brand licensing, the president's family business is still reliant on and aligned with the construction industry. The National Association of Home Builders says it has "vigorously opposed" the recordkeeping rule and trumpets its efforts to "fight this unlawful example of regulatory overreach." The "Corporate Rap Sheet" compiled by Good Jobs First’s Corporate Research Project mentions several OSHA violations by the Trump Organization and its contractors. One in five private industry fatalities occurs in the construction industry.
ADDITIONAL POLICY CONFLICTS

Policy Dispute: Federal programs through the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) that provide housing for poor and homeless families

What it does: Increases availability of low-income housing through support and subsidies from the federal government.

Risk status: Under attack. The Trump administration’s proposed budget would cut more than $6 billion from HUD’s funding, or more than 13 percent, eliminating some programs whose purpose is to increase homeownership in low-income communities and decreasing the number of available subsidized housing vouchers.128

Conflict: One exception to the deep cuts the Trump administration’s proposed HUD cuts is Section 8 Project-Based Rental Assistance129 – a $10.8 billion program that provides direct payments to landlords. The administration proposal would cut only about one half of one percent of this program’s budget.130 The president’s inheritance from his father included a stake in Starrett City, a large Brooklyn, N.Y. housing complex that participates in the program. Last year, his stake in the property earned him $5 million.131 The property is currently up for sale; if a sale goes through, Trump stands to make an estimated $14 million.132 Until recently, senior White House advisor and Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner also held a significant stake in HUD-subsidized housing133 through the Kushner Companies. (Kushner divested from the company, but his stake is still held by his family).134

What Trump could gut: Rules governing class-action lawsuits

What it does: Class-action lawsuits are the legal mechanism through which a large number of people who have been wronged can collectively seek redress against harm. Historically,

---

131 ibid.
class actions have been an especially effective tool for holding corporations accountable for widespread harms.

**Risk status:** Under attack. Corporate groups such as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce have long sought to restrict workers’ and consumers’ access to courts in order to weaken class actions’ effectiveness as vehicles for corporate accountability. Republican lawmakers regularly have introduced legislation that would make it more difficult for aggrieved consumers to hold corporations accountable. Chamber-backed legislation that would gut the effectiveness of class-action lawsuits already has passed the U.S. House of Representatives. In June, Trump’s NLRB announced its intention to side with employers who wish to use the fine print of employment contracts to deny employees the right to use class actions to seek collective justice against an employer. A resolution to rescind a Consumer Financial Protection Bureau rule to prevent financial firms from denying consumers’ class-action rights has passed the House and was introduced in the Senate. If the Senate passes and Trump signs the resolution, the rule will be eliminated and the financial regulator will be blocked from issuing a similar rule.

**Conflict:** Trump has been named as a defendant in 1,450 lawsuits. Among these lawsuits are class actions, including the suit filed by allegedly defrauded Trump University students, which Trump paid $25 million to settle, a suit filed by Trump golf club members who sought refunds, which Trump paid $5.7 million to settle, and a suit filed by Trump employees over denying breaks and mistreatment of women, which Trump paid at least $475,000 to settle. Trump’s customers also are denied class action rights, as the terms of service for Trump businesses including Trump Hotels, Trump Golf and Trump Winery all include class action waivers. Trump also requires at least some of his businesses’

---


employees — and his campaign staff — to resolve disputes in arbitration, rather than in courts, as a condition of employment. Legislation that blocks consumer class actions could benefit Trump businesses by preventing future class actions against the Trump Organization.

**What Trump could gut:** Taxes paid by corporations and the rich

**What it does:** Tax revenues provide approximately $6.9 trillion in annual funding for the federal government.

**Risk status:** Under attack. The Trump administration’s proposed tax plan would dramatically lower corporate tax rates and tax rates for so-called pass-through businesses and repeal taxes on the wealthy such as the alternative minimum tax (AMT) and the estate tax. If enacted, the proposal could cost more than $5 trillion over its first ten years, though Republican lawmakers aim to limit the cost to $1.5 trillion.

**Conflict:** Because Trump refused to release his tax forms, any estimate of how much the proposed Trump tax cuts would benefit the president himself is provisional. A leaked document that revealed that Trump paid $31.3 million in AMT taxes in 2005.

An analysis by CNN notes that lowering tax rates on pass-through business entities (of which Trump has more than 500) to 25 percent from 39.6 percent would likely be extremely lucrative for Trump, and that while details on Trump’s business income are sparse, this lowering of the tax rate would mean Trump would owe $150,000 per $1 million of income instead of the $396,000 he’d owe under the current rate.

If Trump’s net worth is $3.5 billion, as has been reported, Trump’s heirs would benefit from an estate tax repeal by at least $857 million.

---


Julie Pace and Chad Day, "For many Trump employees, keeping quiet is legally required," Associated Press (June 21, 2016), https://apnews.com/14542a6687a3452d8c9918e2f0bf16e6/many-trump-employees-keeping-quiet-legally-required


Max Ehrenfreund and Christopher Ingraham, "This mammoth tax cut could be worth $1.5 billion to Trump’s wealthy Cabinet," The Washington Post (May 2, 2017), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2017/05/02/this-mammoth-tax-cut-could-save-trumps-wealthy-cabinet-1-5-billion/?utm_term=.a0b7e5ff2adc
CONCLUSION

America has never before confronted the reality of a president who owns a complex business empire and seems uninterested in avoiding conflicts of interest. The public should not tolerate the president’s pursuit of policies that increase profits and power for his private businesses while harming individual Americans. The conflicts illustrated in this report demonstrate ways the Trump Organization could benefit from the president’s deregulatory moves, but it is by no means exhaustive. Because of Trump’s pervasive regulatory conflicts, any attempt by the administration to gut public protections should be preceded by a detailed and thorough accounting of how such actions will impact the president and his business interests. The public deserves to be informed how the president stands to gain when his administration and legislators call for axing protections that improve and protect American lives.